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1 Introduction
In the last few years there has been a significant experimental progress in quark and lepton flavor physics.
In the quark sector, the validity of the Standard Model (SM) has been substantially reinforced by a series
of high-precision measurements in the Bs and Bd systems. Most notably, a significant fraction of the
parameter space of well-motivated SM extensions has been ruled out by the precise determination of
the Bs mixing phase at LHCb [1], and by the strong bounds on B(Bs ! µ+µ�) set by CDF [2] first
and more recently by ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb [3–5]. Similarly, in the lepton sector strong bounds on
possible SM extensions have been set by the improved bounds on B(µ! e�) obtained the MEG exper-
iment at PSI [6]. Alltogether, the SM works remarkably well: the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
mechanism of quark-flavor mixing has been tested in various processes (although in many interesting
cases with limited accuracy) and no flavor-violating effects are observed in the charged-lepton sector.

Despite this progress, the origin of flavor remains a mystery. Our “ignorance” can be summarized
by the following two open questions: i) what determines the observed pattern of masses and mixing
angles of quarks and leptons? ii) Which are the sources of flavor symmetry breaking accessible at low
energies? Is there anything else beside quark and lepton mass matrices? Answering the first of these
question is not easy: the energy scale where the flavor structures observed at low energies are originated
may well be above any realistic experimental reach. On the other hand, answering the second question
is mainly a question of precision, both on the theory and on the experimental side: this is the direction of
research along which we can expect significant progress in the near future.

Observing new sources of flavor mixing (i.e. flavor violating couplings not related to quark and
lepton mass matrices) is a natural expectation for any extension of the SM with new degrees of freedom
not far from the TeV scale. While direct searches of new particles at high energies provide a direct in-
formation on the mass spectrum of the possible new degrees of freedom, the indirect information from
low-energy flavor-changing processes translates into unique constraints on their couplings. The present
bounds on possible deviations from the SM in flavor-violating processes already set stringent limits on
the flavor structure of physics beyond the SM, and this provides a key information for model-building.
However, several options are still open, and the quality of this information could be substantially im-
proved with improved studies of selected flavor-violating observables.

2 State of the art
2.1 CKM fits
An overall picture showing the good consistency of the SM expectations for flavor-changing processes
and the experimental data is provided by the SM CKM fits. The latter are nothing but combined deter-
minations of CKM parameters from different observables, assuming the validity of the Standard Model.
The results are conveniently expressed by the projection in the ⇢̄–⌘̄ plane, where ⇢̄ and ⌘̄ are the less
known CKM parameters in the modified Wolfenstein parameterization of this matrix [7, 8]. This pro-
jection is shown in Figure 1. The fit can also be made removing one of the inputs. This type of fit can
give a prediction for the parameter removed, which then can be compared to the experimental value. The
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Fig. 1: Result of the CKM fit within the SM: {⇢̄; ⌘̄} plane obtained by UTfit (left) [11] and CKMfitter (right) [12]
collaborations. The 95% probability regions selected by the single constraints are also shown with various colors
for the different constraints.

Table 1: The predictions for some parameters of the SM fit and their measurements as combined by the UTfit and
CKMfitter groups. The lines marked with (*) are not used in the full fit.

parameter UTfit CKMfitter
prediction ”measurement” pull prediction ”measurement” pull

↵ [degree] 85.5 ± 3.9 91.4 ± 6.1 +0.8� 95.9+2.2
�5.6 88.7+2.2

�5.9 �1.0�

sin(2�) 0.80 ± 0.05 0.667 ± 0.024 �2.2� 0.820

+0.024
�0.028 0.679 ± 0.020 �2.6�

� [degree] 68.5 ± 3.2 75.5 ± 10.5 +0.6� 67.2+4.4
�4.6 66 ± 12 �0.1�

|Vub|⇥ 10

3

3.61 ± 0.14 3.8 ± 0.6 +0.6� 3.55

+0.15
�0.14 3.92 ± 0.09 ± 0.45 +0.0�

|Vcb|⇥ 10

3

41.5 ± 0.7 41 ± 1 �0.3� 41.3+0.28
�0.11 40.89 ± 0.38 ± 0.59 0�

|✏K |⇥ 10

�3

1.92 ± 0.18 2.229 ± 0.010 +1.7� 2.02

+0.53
�0.52 2.229 ± 0.010 0�

�MBs [ps

�1

] 19.0 ± 1.5 17.7 ± 0.08 �0.9� 17.0+2.1
�1.5 17.731 ± 0.045 0�

B(B ! ⌧⌫)⇥ 10

4

0.831 ± 0.0093 1.64 ± 0.34 +2.3� 0.733

+0.121
�0.073 1.68 ± 0.31 +2.8�

sin(2�s)
[⇤]

0.0375 ± 0.0016 0.004 ± 0.17 �0.2� 0.01822

+0.00082
�0.00080 0.004 ± 0.17 0�

results of this study are presented in Table 1. As can be seen, the overall result is a good consistency of
the SM predictions.1

It is worth to stress that the success of the SM in describing flavor mixing is also confirmed by
a series of other observations. Two notable examples are: i) the agreement between the SM prediction
and the experimental determination of B(B ! Xs�), where both theory and experimental errors are
below the 10% level [9], ii) the test of the CKM unitarity relation |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 1, which
is presently probed below the per-mil level [10]. All these precise tests can be translated into stringent
bounds on physics beyond the SM.

2.2 B meson mixing
In order to estimate the possible room for New Physics (NP) in B meson mixing, one can perform an
independent global fit reinterpreting the experimental observables including possible model-independent
NP contributions to both modulo and phase of �F = 2 processes. We report here the result of the
latest fit of this type, performed in Ref. [13], where the mixing amplitudes are expressed in terms of

1The experimental data on Figure 1, 2 and Table 1 refer to the available data before ICHEP 2012.
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Fig. 2: Model independent fit [13] in the scenario where NP affects ¯Bd–Bd and ¯Bs–Bs mixing amplitudes sepa-
rately. The coloured areas represent regions with CL < 68.3% for the individual constraints. The red area shows
the region with CL < 68.3% for the combined fit, with the two additional contours delimiting the regions with CL
< 95.45% and CL < 99.73%.

two complex parameters, �s,d, describing the normalization with respect to the corresponding SM case
(the SM is recovered for �s = �d = 1). The results of the fit thus obtained, shown in Fig. 2, indicate
some tension in the Bd case (a similar conclusion is obtained also by the UTfit collaboration [11]). This
could be the first hint of a non-standard contribution in the ¯Bd–Bd mixing amplitude, although statistical
significance of this discrepancy does not allow us to draw firm conclusions.

2.3 Rare B decays
2.3.1 b ! s(d) neutral-current processes

An updated compilation of recent experimental results on rare b! s(d) flavor-changing neutral-current
processes is shown in Table 2. As can be seen, the advent of LHC (and most notably LHCb) has provided
a very significant progress in various channels, most notably Bs ! µ+µ� and B ! K⇤µ+µ�.2

Also in the case of rare decays at present we have a good consistency with the SM predictions.
Model-independent NP analyses in the sector of rare decays are more involved, given the large number
of free parameters. However, a useful approach is obtained comparing the available data with generic
NP models respecting the MFV hypothesis [26–28] (see sect. 3), namely with models where flavor and
the CP symmetry are broken only by the SM Yukawa couplings (as in the SM).

The MFV hypothesis allows to reduce substantially the number of free parameters, implying the
usual CKM relations between b ! s, b ! d, and s ! d transitions. For example, this relation allows
for upper bounds on NP effects in B(

¯B ! Xd�), and B(

¯B ! Xs⌫⌫̄) using experimental data or bounds
from B(

¯B ! Xs�), and B(K ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄), respectively. Another important prediction (in the minimal
version of the MFV ansatz) is that the CKM phase is the only source of CP violation. The usefulness of
the MFV benchmark is obvious: Any measurement beyond those bounds unambiguously indicates the
existence of new flavor structures or CP-violating phases beyond the SM Yukawa couplings.

In order to show the results of the MFV fit, it is convenient to parameterize the NP contributions
as modifications of the Wilson coefficients of the effective Hamiltonian at the electroweak scale: �Ci =

CMFV

i �CSM

i . Updated results of a fit of this type are shown in Figure 3 (see Ref. [23] for notations, see
2The list of observables presently probed in B ! K⇤µ+µ� is longer than what shown in Table 2, where we report only

the most significant ones. New data on some of these observables are expected soon also from on-going analyses at CMS.
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Observable Experiment (post-LHC) Experiment (pre-LHC) SM prediction

B(Bs ! µ+µ�) < 4.2⇥ 10�9 [3, 4] < 5.8⇥ 10�8 [14] (3.2± 0.2)⇥ 10�9 [15]

hdB/dq2(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)i
low�q2 (0.42± 0.04± 0.04)⇥ 10�7 [16] (0.32± 0.11)⇥ 10�7 [17] (0.47± 0.27)⇥ 10�7

hdB/dq2(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)i
high�q2 (0.59± 0.07± 0.04)⇥ 10�7 [16] (0.83± 0.20)⇥ 10�7 [17] (0.71± 0.18)⇥ 10�7

hAFB(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)i
low�q2 �0.18± 0.06± 0.02 [16] 0.43± 0.36 [17] �0.06± 0.05

hAFB(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)i
high�q2 0.49± 0.06± 0.05 [16] 0.42± 0.18 [17] 0.44± 0.10

q2

0

(AFB(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)) 4.9+1.1
�1.3 GeV2 [16] – 4.26± 0.34 GeV2

hFL(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)i
low�q2 0.66± 0.06± 0.04 [16] 0.50± 0.30 [17] 0.72± 0.13

B(B ! Xs�) (3.55± 0.26)⇥ 10�4 [18] (3.55± 0.26)⇥ 10�4 [18] (3.08± 0.24)⇥ 10�4

�
0

(B ! K⇤�) (5.2± 2.6)⇥ 10�2 [18] (5.2± 2.6)⇥ 10�2 [18] (8.0± 3.9)⇥ 10�2

B(B ! Xd�) (1.41± 0.57)⇥ 10�5 [19, 20] (1.41± 0.57)⇥ 10�5 [19, 20] (1.49± 0.30)⇥ 10�5

B(B ! Xsµ
+µ�)

low�q2 (1.60± 0.68)⇥ 10�6 [21, 22] (1.60± 0.68)⇥ 10�6 [21, 22] (1.78± 0.16)⇥ 10�6

B(B ! Xsµ
+µ�)q2>14.4GeV

2 (4.18± 1.35)⇥ 10�7 [21, 22] (4.18± 1.35)⇥ 10�7 [21, 22] (2.19± 0.44)⇥ 10�7

Table 2: Post- and pre-LHC results for rare B decays together with the updated SM predictions (from [23–25],
unless otherwise specified) [low � q2 ⌘ (1  q2/GeV

2  6), high� q

2 ⌘ (14.18  q

2/GeV

2  16)].

Fig. 3: Global MFV fit to the various NP coefficients �Ci in the MFV effective theory without (top) and with
experimental data of LHCb (bottom) [23].

Ref. [29–31] for related analyses and a more detailed discussion). In the first row, the experimental data
before the start of the LHC experiments are used (pre-LHC), while the plots in the second row include
the latest LHC measurements (post-LHC), as given in Table 2. To understand at which level of precision
we are currently testing possible extensions of the SM, we recall that |CSM

7

| ⇠ 0.3, while |CSM

9,10

| ⇠ 4.
As a result, despite the significant improvement after the start of LHC, we are still testing NP models
with O(1) corrections to the SM at the weak scale. This is why it is very important improving further
the experimental precision in theoretically clean observables (such as the Bs,d ! µ+µ� rates or some of
the differential distributions in B ! K⇤µ+µ�): in several realistic NP models deviations from the SM
can show up only at the 10% level.

Using the results of the global MFV fit, which restricts the NP contributions �Ci, it is possible to
derive a few interesting predictions for observables which are not yet well measured. This analysis also
allows to spot the observables which still allow for relatively large deviations from the SM (even in the
MFV benchmark scenario). The following MFV predictions at the 95% CL are of particular interest,

1.0⇥ 10

�5 < B(

¯B ! Xd�) < 4.0⇥ 10

�5 , B(Bd ! µ+µ�) < 3.8⇥ 10

�10 , (1)
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and should be compared with the corresponding experimental results [3, 19, 20]:

B(

¯B ! Xd�)

exp

= (1.41± 0.57)⇥ 10

�5 , B(Bd ! µ+µ�)

exp < 10.0⇥ 10

�10 . (2)

So the present ¯B ! Xd� measurement is already below the MFV bound and is nicely consistent with
the correlation between the decays ¯B ! Xs� and ¯B ! Xd� predicted in the MFV scenario. On the
other hand, in the case of the leptonic decay Bd ! µ+µ� the MFV bound is stronger than the current
experimental limit: an observation of this mode above the bound Eq. (1) would not only signal the
presence of NP but would also imply the presence of new sources of flavor-symmetry breaking beyond
the Yukawa couplings.

2.3.2 b ! c, u + ⌧⌫ charged currents

Charged-current decays of B mesons are generally in good agreement with SM predictions. More pre-
cisely, the most accurate channels of the type b! c, u + `⌫ (` = e, µ, both inclusive and exclusive) are
used to determine the SM values of the CKM elements |Vcb| and |Vub| used in CKM fits. The situation
for these leading modes has not changed significantly in the last few years and is summarized in Ref. [8]:
a long-standing discrepancy has been observed between the exclusive and the inclusive determinations
of |Vub|, but the statistical significance of this discrepancy does not allow us to draw firm conclusions.

An interesting recent development are measurements of exclusive b ! c, u + ⌧⌫ which seems to
show a significant pattern of enhancement above the corresponding SM expectations. Using the related
b ! c`⌫ modes for normalization, the most recent BaBar collaboration results for the relevant B !
D(⇤)⌧⌫ branching fractions are [32]

R⇤
⌧/` ⌘

B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.024± 0.018 , (3)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.058± 0.018 . (4)

Both values in Eqs. (3), (4) are consistent with previous measurements, but with considerably smaller
uncertainties. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and R⌧/`, are excellent probes of NP, since the dependence of the SM
predictions on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent. The SM prediction for B(B ! D⌧⌫)

depends on two form factors, one of which can be extracted from the measured B(B ! D`⌫) and the
related differential decay distribution. Using available Lattice data on the remaining form factor, three
groups obtain compatible SM predictions for R⌧/` [33–35], whose conservative range isRSM

⌧/` = 0.31(2),
about 2� below the measured value. Similarly, the prediction for B(B ! D⇤⌧⌫) depends on four form
factors, three of which are well known from B ! D⇤`⌫ measurements, while the fourth one is deter-
mined using heavy quark effective theory (HQET), leading to the prediction R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) [33],
about 2.4� below the experimental value. Combined, the two correlated measurements indicate a 3.4�
excess above the SM predictions.

The b ! u⌧⌫ transition is also showing an enhancement over the SM expectations. The current
world average of leptonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction measurements B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) = (16.8± 3.1)⇥
10

�5 [12], deviates significantly from the SM prediction with the |Vub| CKM element taken from the
global fit [12].3 This is in contrast to the measured exclusive semileptonic b! u`⌫ transition branching
fraction B(

¯B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10

�5, which is consistent with the prediction from global
CKM fits. One can get rid of the |Vub| dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0

)

⌧(B�
)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(

¯B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)

= 1.07± 0.20 . (5)

whose SM prediction is R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 0.31(6) [36]. The measured value in Eq. (5) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if Gaussian errors are assumed.

3A notable exception is the very recent Belle measurement of B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) using hadronic tau reconstruction announced
at ICHEP 2012, not yet included in the average, which shows good agreement with the global fit.
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Combining all the measurements and the SM predictions for b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ branching
ratios we thus have a tantalizing hint of a systematic breaking of lepton-flavor universality (although the
overall significance of the effect has significantly decreased after the recent B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) data an-
nounced at ICHEP 2012 by Belle). Using an effective field theory (EFT) approach (under the hypothesis
that the NP states are heavier than the b quark) it is possible to derive a few general conclusions about
a possible NP interpretation of these anomalies [36]: (i) Minimal Flavor Violating modifications of the
left-handed quark current operators can reduce the discrepancy only in B ! D⌧⌫ and B ! D⇤⌧⌫,
leaving the problem of B ! ⌧⌫ (if any) unsolved; (ii) left-right scalar operators cannot explain R⌧/`

and R⇤
⌧/` simultaneously; and (iii) NP with generic flavor violation and right-handed vector or right-left

scalar quark interactions can explain the anomalies. The scale of NP is relatively low: O(100�300) GeV
assuming that the flavor violating couplings have roughly the size of the corresponding CKM elements,
and can thus potentially be searched for directly at the LHC. Also, future potential measurements of
B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ differential decay distributions, as well as the D⇤ polarization and ⌧ helicity fractions
could discriminate between the different types of NP contributions to b ! c⌧⌫. Finally, the B ! ⇡⌧⌫
branching fraction would provide a similarly important cross-check of the b! u⌧⌫ enhancement.

In explicit models, the major worry is that no flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) should
be generated in the down sector, since these are excluded to much higher scales [36]. For left-handed
currents this for instance means that the quark weak doublet interaction eigenstates should be precisely
aligned with the down quark mass eigenstates. Among the two Higgs doublet models (THDMs), none of
the natural flavor conserving models gives a good description of all three data-points. In generic flavor
violating THDMs a good description of the data is possible however (barring some tension with D0� ¯D0

mixing if both b! c⌧⌫ and b! u⌧⌫ anomalies are addressed simultaneously) [36,37]. Similarly, partial
compositeness models, where the third generation is almost completely composite, provide a viable NP
explanation of the three anomalies [36].

2.4 Charm physics
The study of D mesons offers a unique opportunity to have access to up-type quarks in FCNC processes.
Thus it probes scenarios where up-type quarks play a special role, such as supersymmetric models with
alignment and more generally models in which CKM mixing is generated in the up sector. It offers com-
plementary constraints on possible NP contributions to those arising from the measurements of FCNC
processes of down-like quarks.

The neutral D system is the latest system of neutral mesons where mixing between the particles
and anti-particles has been established. It is consistent with, but at the upper end of, SM expectations
and constrains many NP models and more precise mixing measurements will provide even stronger
constraints [38].

While CP-conserving observables in the D system are largely dominated by long-distance effects,
CP-violating observables are typically strongly suppressed within the SM and could offer a potentially
interesting window of short-distance dynamics. One of the most interesting recent developments in fla-
vor physics has been the experimental evidence of direct CP violation in two-body Cabibbo-suppressed
D decays. An asymmetry close to the 1% level has been announced first by LHCb [39] and soon after
confirmed both by CDF [40] and by Belle (talk presented at ICHEP 2012), although none of the exper-
iments has reached the 5� level (and even the world average is still below the 5� level). Such a large
direct CP asymmetry was not expected within the SM according to pre-LHCb theoretical predictions,
and the theoretical interpretation of this result has open an interesting debate that is still in progress.

2.4.1 Standard Model vs. New Physics in �adir
CP

The current experimental world average for the direct CP-violating asymmetry in two-body Cabibbo-
suppressed D decays can be summarized as follows

�adir

CP

⌘ adir

CP

(D ! K+K�
)� adir

CP

(D ! ⇡+⇡�) = (�0.67± 0.16) %. (6)
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The separate determinations of adir

CP

(D ! K+K�
) and adir

CP

(D ! ⇡+⇡�) are affected by larger relative
uncertainties and, at present, do not allow to establish a clear evidence of CP-violation in one of the two
channels.

In order to be non zero, �adir

CP

requires the interference of two amplitudes with different weak and
strong phases. Within the SM, taking into account that one of the two amplitudes is necessarily generated
at the one-loop level, this implies the following naive expectation �adir

CP

= O([V ⇤
cbVub/V ⇤

csVus]↵s/⇡) ⇠
10

�4 [41], well below the experimental result in Eq. (6). This has led to extensive speculations in the
literature that the measurement of �adir

CP

is a signal of NP. This is a particularly exciting possibility,
given that reasonable NP models can be constructed in which all related flavor changing neutral current
constraints from D meson mixing are satisfied.

The naive expectation for the SM value of �adir

CP

is based on a perturbative (short-distance) es-
timate of the loop amplitude with suppressed CKM factors. In fact, there is consensus that a SM ex-
planation for �adir

CP

would have to proceed via a dynamical (long-distance) enhancement of specific
hadronic matrix elements, the so-called penguin contractions. The latter are nothing but penguin-type
matrix elements that vanish at the tree level, with internal light-quark loops (s and d): they cannot be
estimated reliably in perturbation theory and have a structure similar to the amplitudes contributing to the
�I = 1/2 enhancement in the kaon system [42]. The enhancement necessary to explain the observed
result is quite large compare to the typical size of non-perturbative effects at the charm scale (the naively
suppressed penguin contractions should exceed by a factor 3 to 5 the naively dominant tree-level con-
tractions of the same operators [43]). However, such possibility cannot be excluded from first principles
and could even lead to a more coherent picture of available data on two-body Cabibbo-suppressed D
decays [44].

On the other hand, a value of �adir

CP

of O(1%) can naturally be accommodated in well-motivated
extensions of the SM. In particular, it fits well in models generating at short distances a sizable CP
violating phase for the effective �C = 1 chromomagnetic operators (see e.g. [41, 43, 45]). Given this
situation, it is important to identify possible future experimental tests able to distinguish standard vs. non-
standard explanations of �adir

CP

.
A general prediction of this class of models, that could be used to test this hypothesis from data, are

enhanced direct CP violating (DCPV) asymmetries in radiative decay modes [46]. The first key obser-
vation to estimate DCPV asymmetries in radiative decay modes is the strong link between the �C = 1

chromomagnetic operator (Q
8

) and the �C = 1 electromagnetic-dipole operator, Q
7

(where the gluon
filed is replaced by the electromagnetic field). In most explicit NP models, the short-distance Wilson co-
efficients of these two operators are expected to be similar. Moreover, the two operators undergo a strong
model-independent mixing (from QCD) in running down from the electroweak scale to the charm scale.
Thus if �a

CP

is dominated by NP contributions generated by Q
8

, we can infer that sizable CP asymme-
tries should occur also in radiative decays, given the presence of a CP-violating electromagnetic-dipole
operator.

The second important ingredient is the observation that in the Cabibbo-suppressed D ! V �
decays, where V is a light vector meson (V = �, ⇢,!), Q

7

has a sizable hadronic matrix element. More
explicitly, the short-distance contribution induced by Q

7

, relative to the total (long-distance) amplitude,
is substantially larger with respect to the corresponding relative weight of Q

8

in D ! P+P� decays.
As a result, DCPV asymmetries in these modes could easily reach the few⇥% level in presence of NP.
An observation of |aV � | ⇠> 3% would be a clear signal of physics beyond the SM, and a clean indication
of new CP-violating dynamics associated to dipole operators.

2.5 Kaon physics
The rare decay K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ plays a key role in the search for the underlying mechanism of flavour
mixing. Among the many rare K and B decays, K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ modes are unique since their SM branching
ratios can be computed to an exceptionally high degree of precision (beside parametric uncertainties), not
matched by any other FCNC process involving quarks. The main reason for the exceptional theoretical
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cleanness of K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ decays is the fact that, within the SM, these processes are mediated by elec-
troweak amplitudes of O(G2

F ) which exhibit a power-like GlashowIliopoulosMaiani (GIM) mechanism.
This special structure leads to the following properties:

– The leading SM contribution to K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ amplitudes is generated by top-quark loops and can
be computed with negligible theoretical uncertainty. In the K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ case subleading charm-
quark contributions cannot be neglected, but the irreducible theoretical uncertainty amounts to less
than 3% at the amplitude level (see Ref. [47] and Table 5 for updated SM predictions).

– Non-perturbative effects are strongly suppressed, contrary to what happens in rare decays mediated
by gluon-penguin and/or photon-penguin amplitudes (such as B ! Xs� and B ! Xs`+`�),
where only a logarithmic-type GIM mechanism is present.

– The K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ amplitudes can be described in terms of a single effective operator, whose hadronic
matrix elements can be extracted with negligible theoretical uncertainty from the well-measured
K ! ⇡e⌫ decay rates.

The absence of tree-level contributions and the power-like GIM mechanism implies not only a strong
suppression of K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ decays within the SM, but also a high sensitivity to possible NP effects. The
clean theoretical character of K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ decays remains valid in all realistic extensions of the SM. As a
result, precise measurements of B(K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄) provide a unique and clean information about the flavour
structure of any extension of the SM. A typical example of this statement is provided by supersymmetric
extensions of the SM, where K ! ⇡⌫⌫ decays represent the best observables to determine/constrain
from experimental data the size of the up-type trilinear soft-breaking terms Ai3 [48]. Their measure-
ment is therefore extremely interesting and complementary both to direct searches of NP at high pT

experiments and to flavor-violating processes in the B and D systems.

2.6 LFV in charged leptons
The discovery of neutrino oscillations has two deep implications: i) the SM is not complete4; ii) there
exist new flavour structures in addition to the three SM Yukawa couplings. We have not yet enough
information to unambiguously determine how the SM Lagrangian should be modified in order to describe
the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations. However, natural explanations point toward the existence of
new degrees of freedom with explicit breaking of lepton number at some high energy scale.

The non-SM degrees of freedom relevant to neutrino physics are likely to have non-trivial implica-
tions in other sectors of the model, particularly in rare processes of charged leptons. On general grounds,
the request of a theory able to i) describe neutrino masses, ii) reproduce the successes of the SM in the
quark sector, iii) stabilise the naturalness problem of the electroweak sector, naturally points to Lepton
Flavour Violation (LFV) in charged leptons within the reach of the next generation of experiments. An
explicit example is provided by low-energy supersymmetry. But the conclusion holds virtually in any
realistic NP models analyzed so far respecting the general conditions stated above.

An illustration of the natural expectation of B(µ! e�) in the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with the inclusion of heavy right-handed neutrinos (introduced in order to describe
the observed light neutrino masses) is shown in Fig. 4 (left).

3 Implications for New Physics models
If the physics beyond the SM respects the SM gauge symmetry, as we expect from general arguments,
the corrections to low-energy flavor-violating amplitudes can be written in the following general form

A(fi ! fj + X) = A
0


c
SM

M2

W

+

c
NP

⇤

2

�
, (7)

4Here by SM we mean the renormalizable part of a gauge theory based on the SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge group,
with a single SU(2)L doublet Higgs, and no fermion fields which are completely neutral under the gauge group.
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Operator Bounds on ⇤ in TeV (c
NP

= 1) Bounds on c
NP

(⇤ = 1 TeV) Observables
Re Im Re Im

(s̄L�µdL)

2

9.8⇥ 10

2

1.6⇥ 10

4

9.0⇥ 10

�7

3.4⇥ 10

�9

�mK ; ✏K

(s̄R dL)(s̄LdR) 1.8⇥ 10

4

3.2⇥ 10

5

6.9⇥ 10

�9

2.6⇥ 10

�11

�mK ; ✏K

(c̄L�µuL)

2

1.2⇥ 10

3

2.9⇥ 10

3

5.6⇥ 10

�7

1.0⇥ 10

�7

�mD; |q/p|, �D

(c̄R uL)(c̄LuR) 6.2⇥ 10

3

1.5⇥ 10

4

5.7⇥ 10

�8

1.1⇥ 10

�8

�mD; |q/p|, �D

(

¯bL�µdL)

2

6.6⇥ 10

2

9.3⇥ 10

2

2.3⇥ 10

�6

1.1⇥ 10

�6

�mBd ; S KS

(¯bR dL)(

¯bLdR) 2.5⇥ 10

3

3.6⇥ 10

3

3.9⇥ 10

�7

1.9⇥ 10

�7

�mBd ; S KS

(

¯bL�µsL)

2

1.4⇥ 10

2

2.5⇥ 10

2

5.0⇥ 10

�5

1.7⇥ 10

�5

�mBs ; S �
(¯bR sL)(

¯bLsR) 4.8⇥ 10

2

8.3⇥ 10

2

8.8⇥ 10

�6

2.9⇥ 10

�6

�mBs ; S �

Table 3: Bounds on representative dimension-six �F = 2 operators. Bounds on ⇤ are quoted assuming an
effective coupling 1/⇤

2, or, alternatively, the bounds on the respective cNP assuming ⇤ = 1 TeV [49]. Observables
related to CPV are separated from the CP conserving ones with semicolons.

where ⇤ is the energy scale of the new degrees of freedom. This structure is completely general: the
coefficients c

SM(NP)

may include appropriate CKM factors and eventually a ⇠ 1/(16⇡2

) suppression if
the amplitude is loop-mediated. Given our ignorance about the c

NP

, the values of the scale ⇤ probed by
present experiments vary over a wide range. However, the general result in Eq. (7) allows us to predict
how these bounds will improve with future experiments: the sensitivity on ⇤ scale as N1/4, where
N is the number of events used to measure the observable. This implies that is not easy to increase
substantially the energy reach with indirect NP searches only. Moreover, from Eq. (7) it is also clear
that indirect searches can probe NP scales well above the TeV for models where (c

SM

⌧ c
NP

), namely
models which do not respect the symmetries and the symmetry-breaking pattern of the SM.

The bound on representative �F = 2 operators are shown in Table 3.5 As can be seen, for c
NP

= 1

present data probes very high scales. On the other hand, if we insist with the theoretical prejudice that
NP must show up not far from the TeV scale in order to stabilize the Higgs sector, then the new degrees
of freedom must have a peculiar flavor structure able to justify the smallness of the effective couplings
c
NP

for ⇤ = 1 TeV.
A natural suppression of the c

NP

is obtained under the Minimal Flavor Violation hypothesis al-
ready mentioned in sect. 2.3.1. Under this assumption, the SM Yukawa couplings are the only flavor
symmetry breaking terms also beyond the SM [26–28]. More precisely, in the limit of vanishing quark
Yukawa couplings the effective Lagrangian describing both SM and new degrees of freedom is invariant
under the global quark flavor symmetry SU(3)QL ⇥ SU(3)DR ⇥ SU(3)UR . Employing this hypothesis
non-standard contributions in flavor-violating transitions turn out to be suppressed to a level consistent
with experiments even for NP in the TeV range [28]. The MFV hypothesis provides the technical tool to
address the second question listed in the Introduction: if MFV holds, then there are no other sources of
flavor symmetry breaking accessible at low energies. Two comments are in order:

– The MFV ansatz is quite successful on the phenomenological side; however, it is unlikely to be an
exact property of the model valid to all energy scales. Despite some recent attempts to provide a
dynamical justification of this symmetry-breaking ansatz, the most natural possibility is that MFV
is only an accidental low-energy property of the theory. Or it could well be that a less minimal
connection between NP flavor-violating couplings and SM Yukawa couplings is at work, as it
happens in models of partial compositeness (see sect. 3.2). It is then very important to search for
possible deviations (even if tiny) from the MFV predictions.

– Even if the MFV ansatz holds, it does not necessarily imply small deviations from the SM predic-
tions in all flavor-changing phenomena. The MFV ansatz can be implemented in different ways.
For instance, in models with two Higgs doublets we can change the relative normalization of the

5Table 3 updates the corresponding table of Ref. [49] taking into account the recent measurements in the Bs system.
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Fig. 4: Left: B(µ ! e�) vs MR3 (the mass of the lightest right-handed neutrino) in the constrained MSSM
extended with heavy (and hierarchical) right-handed neutrinos [50]. The different colors denote different deviations
from the SM in the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon: �au > 2 ⇥ 10

�9 (blue), �au > 10

�9 (green),
�au < 10

�9 (red). The solid (dashed) lines show current (future) bounds on B(µ ! e�). Right: Prediction of
S K and S � in supersymmetry with heavy first two generations and U(2)

3 flavor symmetry (68% and 95% CL:
dark and light blue contours, respectively) vs. the corresponding experimental determinations (68% CL, gray
bands) [51, 52]. The green area denotes the SM prediction.

two Yukawa couplings. It is also possible to decouple the breaking of CP invariance from the
breaking of the SU(3)QL⇥SU(3)DR⇥SU(3)UR quark-flavor group [53], leaving more room for
NP in CP-violating observables. All these variations lead to different and well defined patterns of
possible deviations from the SM that we have only started to investigate.

3.1 Explicit examples: I. Supersymmetry
The Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM) is one of the most studied extensions of the
SM at the TeV scale. Still, despite being ”minimal” from the particle point of view, this model contains a
large number of free parameters (especially in the flavor sector) and we cannot discuss its implications in
flavor physics in generality (namely without specifying in more detail the flavor structure of the model).
Here we limit ourself to briefly analyze three well-motivated cases: the so-called Constrained MSSM
(CMSSM), where the complete model is specified in terms of only four free parameters (in addition to
the SM couplings), the pMSSM (the most general CP and R–parity conserving MSSM, assuming MFV at
the weak scale and the absence of FCNCs at the tree level), and a model with heavy first two generations
of squarks based on the U(2)

3 flavor symmetry.
Within the CMSSM the recent experimental data on B ! K⇤µ+µ� and, especially, Bs ! µ+µ�

do provide significant constraints on the allowed parameter space (see e.g. Ref. [24,54,55]. To illustrate
the constraining power of these observables, we scan over the m

0

and m
1/2

parameters for large and
moderate tan�. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where for comparison direct search limits from CMS
[56, 57] are also displayed. As can be seen, at large tan�, the flavour constraints and in particular those
from Bs ! µ+µ� are very powerful, and are even superior to those from direct searches. As soon as
one goes down to smaller values of tan�, the B physics observables start to lose importance compared
to direct searches. On the other hand, B ! K⇤µ+µ� related observables and in particular the forward
backward asymmetry lose less sensitivity and could play a complementary role [58].

The study in constrained MSSM scenarios is very illustrative and allows to pin down the most
important effects in a rather simple framework. However these scenarios are not representative of
the full MSSM. To go beyond the constrained scenarios, we consider the phenomenological MSSM
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Fig. 5: Excluded regions from B physics observables in CMSSM in the plane (m1/2, m0) with A0 = 0, for tan�

= 50 in the left and 30 in the right [24], using SuperIso [25]. The black line shows the CMS exclusion limit with
1.1 fb�1 of data [56] and the red line the CMS limit with 4.4 fb�1 of data [57].

Fig. 6: Distribution of pMSSM points after the Bs ! µ+µ� constraint projected on the MA (left) and (MA, tan�)
plane (right) for all accepted pMSSM points (medium grey), points not excluded by the combination of the 2010
LHCb and CMS analyses (dark grey) and projection for the points compatible with a SM-like measurement branch-
ing fractions with a 20% total uncertainty (light grey) [60].

(pMSSM) [59], which is the most general CP and R–parity conserving MSSM, assuming MFV at the
weak scale and the absence of FCNCs at the tree level, and which contains 19 free parameters.

The left panel of Fig. 6 shows the density of points in function of MA before and after applying the
combined 2010 LHCb and CMS Bs ! µ+µ� limit (1.1⇥10

�8 at 95% C.L.), as well as the projection for
a SM–like measurement with an overall 20% theoretical and experimental uncertainty. As can be seen the
density of the allowed pMSSM points is reduced by a factor of 3, in the case of a SM–like measurement.
The right panel shows the same distribution in the (MA, tan�) plane. Similar to the CMSSM case,
the region with large tan� and small MA is the most affected one. It is clear that with more precise
measurements a large part of the supersymmetric parameter space could be disfavoured. In particular the
large tan� region is strongly affected by Bs ! µ+µ� as can be seen in Fig. 5. Also, a measurement of
B(Bs ! µ+µ�) lower than the SM prediction would rule out a large variety of supersymmetric models.
In addition, B ! K⇤µ+µ� observables could play a complementary role specially for smaller tan�
values. The B ! K⇤µ+µ� provides many other clean observables, not yet measured, which could also
bring substantial additional information.

The last class of models we consider are models with heavy first two generations of squarks and
with a minimally broken U(2)

3 flavor symmetry. As discussed in Ref. [51,52], this set up is particularly
welcome both to explain why supersymmetry has not been observed yet at the LHC, and also to provide a
natural description of the success of the CKM picture of flavor mixing and CP violation (beyond MFV).
Key low-energy observables in this framework are the �F = 2 mixing phases, especially in the Bs,d

systems. As shown in Fig. 4 (right), present data do not allow us yet to distinguish this framework form
the SM. However, improved measurements of the Bs mixing phase (via S �) could possibly provide a
clear evidence in favor of this framework.
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Composite Higgs Supersymmetry Observable

(s̄R dL)(s̄LdR) 0.6
q

(cd
12

)LL(cd
12

)RR 30 (g⇢/tan�) ✏K ; �mK

s�µ⌫eFµ⌫bL 1 (4⇡/g⇢)
2

(cd
23

)RL 8 B ! Xs

s�µ⌫gsGµ⌫dL,R 0.4 (4⇡/g⇢)
2

(cd
12

)LR,RL 2 K ! 2⇡ ; ✏0/✏

s̄L�µdL H†i
 !
D µH 3 (✏u

3

)

2

(cd
12

)LL 60 (1/✏q
3

)

2 ✏0/✏

s̄L�µbL H†i
 !
D µH 6 (✏u

3

)

2

(cd
23

)LL 10 (1/✏q
3

)

2 B ! Xs `+`�

d�µ⌫gSMFSM
µ⌫ dL,R 3⇥ 10

�2

(4⇡/g⇢)
2

(cd
11

)LR 0.09 neutron EDM
u�µ⌫gSMFSM

µ⌫ uL,R 0.2 (4⇡/g⇢)
2

(cu
11

)LR 0.4 neutron EDM
e�µ⌫eFµ⌫eL,R 8⇥ 10

�3

(4⇡/g⇢)
2

(ce
11

)LR 0.5 electron EDM
µ�µ⌫eFµ⌫eL,R 4⇥ 10

�3

(4⇡/g⇢)
2

(ce
12

)LR,RL 0.6 µ! e�

Table 4: Upper bounds on the dimensionless coefficients c that are expected to be of O(1) in the notation (8) and (10). We
report the stronger among the bounds on Re(c), Im(c) and |c|. The closer to 1 is the number, the more promising the observable
is; a number ⌧ 1 means tension with the experiments. In the Composite Higgs case we set m⇢ = 10 TeV, and the bound
is on the coefficient cab..

ij.. renormalized at 10 TeV. In the supersymmetric case we set m̃ = 1 TeV and A
0

/m̃ = 2, with the
coefficients renormalized at 1 TeV. Bounds taken from [63].

3.2 Explicit examples: II. Partial Compositeness
The flavor structure of models with Partial Compositeness [61,62] is described by an effective Lagrangian
of the type:

L
�F=1

⇠ cab
ij,gSM

✏a
i ✏

b
jg⇢

v

m2

⇢

g2

⇢

(4⇡)

2

f
a
i �µ⌫gSM

Fµ⌫
SM

f b
j + cab

ij,H✏a
i ✏

b
j

g2

⇢

m2

⇢

f
a
i �

µf b
j iH† !D µH

L
�F=2

⇠ cabcd
ijkl ✏a

i ✏
b
j✏

c
k✏

d
l

g2

⇢

m2

⇢

f
a
i �

µf b
j f

c
k�µfd

l (8)

where g⇢ . 4⇡ is a coupling constant, m⇢ is the mass scale of the resonances of the composite sector
and we included some representative flavor-violating operators (see [63] for a recent discussion). In this
framework the Yukawa matrices of quarks and leptons have the structure:

(Yu)ij ⇠ g⇢✏
q
i ✏

u
j , (Yd)ij ⇠ g⇢✏

q
i ✏

d
j , (Ye)ij ⇠ g⇢✏

`
i✏

e
j , (9)

where an O(1) coefficient is understood for each entry of the Y ’s. As can be seen, in this class of models
the fundamental parameters controlling flavor-breaking effects are the ✏e

j and not the Yukawa couplings
(as in MFV). However, ✏e

j and Yukawa couplings are connected ensuring a sufficient protection of flavor-
mixing effects involving light generations.

In the quark sector, going to the CKM basis and requiring the quark masses and the mixing angles
to be naturally reproduced, one is left with 2 free parameters (e.g. g⇢ and ✏u

3

). In the lepton sector,
on the other hand, the anarchic structure of the PMNS matrix and the smallness of the neutrino masses
leave more freedom in the choice of the ✏s. A meaningful choice which minimizes the experimental
constraints is the left-right symmetric one: ✏`i/✏`j ⇠ ✏e

i/✏e
j ⇠ (me

i/me
j)

1/2. The parameters ✏a
i represent

the “degree of partial compositeness” of the various fields. Generally speaking the electroweak precision
tests (EWPT) are more easily satisfied if the SM fields are mostly elementary, that is if g⇢ ⇠ 4⇡.

In the case of Composite Higgs models, one expects cab..
ij.. = O(1), and this framework is compat-

ible with the strongest flavor bounds in Kaon physics provided that m⇢ & 10 TeV. In this case, as shown
in Table 4, one can expect New Physics effects at the level of the present sensitivity in the neutron EDM
(in which there is actually a tension with the present bound), ✏0/✏, ✏K and b to s transitions, in particular
b ! s�, B ! Xs `+`� and Bs ! µ+µ�. In the lepton sector, on the contrary, the minimal framework
is not satisfactory.

The flavor structure of Partial Compositeness can also be realized in the context of Supersymme-
try [64]. In this case the various coefficients are computable in terms of the supersymmetry breaking
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parameters and are loop suppressed. One can parametrize the amount of flavor violation in the mass
insertion approximation6 as:

(�u,d
ij )LL = (cu,d

ij )LL ⇥ ✏q
i ✏

q
j , (�u,d

ij )RR = (cu,d
ij )RR ⇥ ✏u,d

i ✏u,d
j ,

(�u,d
ij )LR = (cu,d

ij )LR ⇥ g⇢ ✏q
i ✏

u,d
j

vu,d A
0

m̃2

, (�u,d
ij )RL = (cu,d

ij )RL ⇥ g⇢ ✏u,d
i ✏q

j

vu,d A
0

m̃2

, (10)

where m̃ is the superpartner mass scale, A
0

is the mass scale that sets the size of the A-terms, and the
coefficients cu,d,e

L,R L,R are expected to be of O(1). Interestingly, as shown in Table 4, m̃ = O(1 TeV)

is now consistent with flavor bounds both in the quark and in the lepton sector. The most promising
observables in which New Physics effects can appear are now the neutron EDM (with reduced tension)
and ✏0/✏, together with the electron EDM and the µ! e� transition.

In both cases, with m⇢ ⇠ 10 TeV or m̃ ⇠ 1 TeV, it is easy to have an enhanced CP violation in
D-meson decays that can explain the recent LHCb result [39]. Moreover New Physics effects can show
up in the process K+ ! ⇡+⌫̄⌫ at the level of the planned sensitivity of the NA62 experiment.

4 Future prospects
As we have shown with various explicit examples, a clear message emerges form present data: if physics
beyond the SM is not far from the TeV scale (hence it is directly accessible with present and future
high-energy facilities), it must have a highly non-trivial flavor structure in order to satisfy the existing
low-energy flavor-physics bounds. However, this structure has not been clearly identified yet and its
investigation is the main purpose of future experiments in flavor physics.

The recent discovery of a new state with mass around 125 GeV, compatible with properties of the
SM Higgs boson (and pointing toward the existence of a a fundamental Higgs field), makes the case
of future high-precision studies in flavor physics even more motivated: all the key properties of low-
energy flavor physics are determined by the Yukawa couplings, or by the couplings of the Higgs field
to the fermions. A deeper investigation of flavor physics is therefore a necessary element for a deeper
understanding of the properties of the Higgs field.

As we have seen, in several cases our knowledge of the Yukawa sector is still quite limited (often
not exceeding the 30% relative accuracy for amplitudes forbidden at the tree level). Making progress
in this field is mainly a question of precision, both on the theory and on the experimental side: visible
deviations from the SM may be at the origin of some of the existing ”tensions” between data and SM
predictions, or may simply be around the corner in terms of statistical precision. The key point is to
identify observables sensitive to short-distance physics whose theory error is sufficiently under control,
in order to perform more sensitive tests of the model with the help of more accurate experimental data. A
representative list of such observables is shown in Table 5, together with the current data and the future
experimental prospects. As can be seen, in several cases a significant progress can be expected with
future facilities. It is also worth to stress that there is full complementarity among the different flavor
facilities: there is not a single option able to cover all the potentially interesting measurements.
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Observable SM Ultimate Present Future Future Future
class of observables) prediction th. error result (S)LHCb SuperB Other
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(Latt)
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|Vcb| [⇥10
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Latt

< 4.2 0.15 -
R(Bs,d ! µ+µ�) 0.29 ⇠ 5% - ⇠ 35% -
q
0

(AFB
B!K⇤µ+µ�)[GeV

2

] 4.26± 0.34 2% [under study]
A(2)

T

(B ! K⇤µ+µ�) < 10

�3 0.04 [under study]
A

CP

(B ! K⇤µ+µ�) < 10

�3

0.5% 1%

B ! K⌫⌫̄[⇥10

�6

] 4 10%

Latt

< 16 - 0.7
|q/p|D�mixing

1 < 10

�3

0.91± 0.17 O(1%) 2.7%

�D ⇠< 0.1% � O(1

�
) 1.4�

adir

CP

(⇡⇡)(%) ⇠< 0.3 0.20± 0.22 0.015 [under study]
adir

CP

(KK)(%) ⇠< 0.3 �0.23± 0.17 0.010 [under study]
adir

CP

(⇡⇡�, KK�) ⇠< 0.3% [under study] [under study]
B(⌧ ! µ�)[⇥10

�9

] 0 < 44 - 2.4
B(⌧ ! 3µ)[⇥10

�10

] 0 < 210(90% CL) 1-80 2

B(µ! e�)[⇥10

�12

] 0 < 2.4(90% CL)

8
<

:

⇠ 0.1 MEG
⇠ 0.01 PSI-future
⇠ 0.01 Project X

B(µN ! eN)(T l) 0 < 4.3⇥ 10

�12

10

�18 PRISM
B(µN ! eN)(Al) 0 - 10

�16 COMET, Mu2e

B(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)[⇥10

�11

] 8.5 8% 17.3+11.5
�10.5

8
<

:

⇠ 10% NA62
⇠ 5% ORKA
⇠ 2% Project X

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)[⇥10

�11

] 2.4 10% < 2600

⇢
⇠ 100% KOTO
⇠ 5% Project X

B(KL ! ⇡0e+e�)SD 1.4⇥ 10

�11 30% < 28⇥ 10

�11 ⇠ 10% Project X

Table 5: Status and future prospects of selected Bs,d, D, K, and LFV observables. The SuperB column refers to
a generic super B factory, collecting 75ab�1 at the ⌥(4S) and about 1ab�1 at the ⌥(5S).
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